
 

  

 

 

Ref: NSEFI/PSPCL/2020-21    

Date: - 14.08.2020 

 

To, 

 

Shri  A. Venu Prasad, I.A.S. 

CMD 

Punjab State Power Corporation Ltd. 

 

 

       Sub:  Request for intervention in the release of balance monthly energy payments  deducted by 

PSPCL for the month of April, May and June’20 to Solar Power Developers. 

Ref: 

1. PSPCL FM Notice dated 30.03.2020 

2. MNRE OM dated 01.04.2020 and 04.04.2020 

 

Dear Sir, 

The National Solar Energy Federation of India (NSEFI) is an umbrella organization of all solar energy 

stakeholders of India. This apex solar organization works in the area of policy advocacy and is a national 

platform for addressing all issues connected with solar energy growth in India.  

NSEFI consists of leading International, National and regional companies and includes Solar 

Developers, Manufacturers, EPC Contractors, Rooftop Installers, System Integrators, and Balance of 

Plant suppliers and manufacturers, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME). NSEFI works in a 

complementary manner with the Central and State Governments for achieving India's national solar 

target of 100 GW by 2022. 

We are writing with reference to the arbitrary deductions made by PSPCL office against the 
monthly energy bills of Solar Power developers for the month of April, May and June 2020. 
 
In this regard, Solar power Developers have sought clarification on the  deductions made by 
PSPSCL office to which developers have received response from PSPCL office via email ,where it 
was informed to developers that a deduction of 5% (April-June’20) from the bill amount has been 
made as per directions of higher authorities. Further,  solar power developers have also been 
verbally informed that PSPCL has also deducted amounts for the energy supplied during the 
period 01.04.2020 to 07.04.2020 on the premise of letter dated 30.03.2020.  
 
We would like to submit that any such deductions is completely contrary to terms of PPA with 
solar power developers and is not permitted under law being unilateral in nature.. 
 
We would like to re-iterate that PSPCL is obliged to purchase all energy injected by Solar Power 
developers at the interconnection point and make payment as per tariff under PPA within the due 
date.  
Further, PPA with solar power developers clearly captures that the Joint Meter Readings (“JMR”) 
shall be taken at 12.00 hrs on the first date of every calendar month.  
 
 



 

  

 
 

 
Therefore, any attempt to unilaterally alter or change or modify the above provisions of PPA 
without our consent is untenable and is violation of law. The terms of the PPA are sacrosanct and 
to be honored in true spirit. Also, Indian Electricity Grid Code(IEGC) has awarded must run status 
to Renewable Power Generating Stating Stations. Also your office  vide its various OMs including 
OM dated 01.04.2020 has stated that there shall be no curtailment of RE power during the 
lockdown and payment to RE developers shall be done on regular basis as was done prior to 
lockdown period.  
 
We would like to further inform you that Solar power developers are facing severe financial crisis 
owing to COVID-19 pandemic and various unforeseen circumstances .In addition to that, any short 
revenue realisation from utilities towards monthly energy bills will adversely affect solar power 
developers ability and adding additional burden to their misery to repay the debt to lenders, as 
their entire revenue depends upon realisation of monthly energy bills from utilities. 
 
Therefore, In view of the preceding facts, we hereby request for your kind intervention in the following: 
 

1. To direct PSPCL to honour the terms and conditions of the PPA and pay the monthly energy 
invoices accordingly to Solar Power Developers. 

 
2. To direct PSPCL not to curtail any power from  all the solar projects in the state, as they have 

been provided with “Must Run” status by hon’ble CERC. 
 

3. To direct PSPCL to reimburse the amount deducted to all solar power developers on account 
of COVID-19 pandemic and Curtailment due to force majeure. 

 

 

Regards 

 

Subrahmanyam Pulipaka 

Chief Executive Officer  

 

CC To:  Shri Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi, IAS, Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, 

GoI 

 


